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“It is part of the school’s
responsibility to teach people
how to use the technology
they will need to do their job…
and today, DTS really feels like
it’s necessary to teach people
how to use Bible software.”

At Dallas Theological Seminary
(DTS), the Enterprise Purchase
Program equipped students and
faculty with a custom library of
resources comprised of required
textbooks, core study materials,
and a DTS Heritage Collection
of resources.
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Dallas Theological Seminary
has expanded its nontraditional
educational options to include
more online course delivery as
well as extension campuses and
church-partnered extension sites.
Many of these nontraditional
students have commitments
outside of seminary to full-time
jobs, family, and church; lending
less time to study.

Through Faithlife’s Enterprise
Purchase Program, DTS received
Logos Bible Software to equip
their students and faculty with
the key tools and resources they
would need for study and future
ministry at a fraction of the cost.

Increased Visibility and Recruitment
The partnership has given visibility
to the DTS brand and excitement
from potential students about getting
Logos. The web page DTS.edu/Logos has
become one of the most trafficked pages
on the DTS website.

DTS needed to equip both
traditional and nontraditional
students with the tools and
resources they would need for
study—not only at seminary, but
also in ministry for years to come.

DTS underwrote the cost through
donor support and a small
portion of the technology fee at
no additional cost for the student.
Students receive these resources
on day one of their seminary
studies and are gifted their Logos
research library upon graduation.

Increased Educational Outcomes
Professors at DTS know every student,
both traditional and nontraditional,
has access to the same set of core
resources—leveling the educational
playing field and increasing
educational outcomes.
Lower Costs for Students
Students save between $300–$700
on the hidden cost of textbooks.

For more information, email the Faithlife Academic Team at Academic@Logos.com.

